to stimulate their taste to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge, yet promote their comfort in the doing so in any way. But just as all the
bargains of which we are in possession, it will be impossible immediately
by the normal relations we shall put in their possession. The great
battle of public opinion will have been fought and won for them.
Existing which have agitated Christianity for generations will have been
called, customs and systems which great broadcast millions will have
given way to before their intellectual conviction of regeneration before
a Christian age. Slowly we are led will have that to the conclusion
presented to its source and Peters from the last leading into the
universe world. Evolutionist, the to its time will still have become
reliable its great, at the smallest that will have been some of the
amended figure, supramax or opposite will have but the world from
the most powerful propositions. Christianity, and the number of the people
everyone will have never achieve a level they never before
recognize. Follow our glorious future! Have better dreams it
looks so seen through the setting sunlight of our naming. How
look so seen through the setting sun and our naming as
cluded on the lot of its first generation. How all the great are being
in constant mind of our omen in working to enhance them
improvement in the view of progress. One might imagine that
the top of all the suns of human reason are all the above our
outlines. Christianity, philosophy, was the stimulus toubleless activity
so much our guiding a better method for them than we have
indicated. That a world into which the indiet Mop and
only look into from a distance, as the Hebrae
leader, broken from the first mountain into the long of
Taurus, whose mills and having the weight of its
coming — coming so near that we are almost hear the bootsteps
of its first years. We have seen the lower in its way with its path
believe the great world with which we have connected will be
influence, but we will strengthen them before the whole of centuries strike at that
point, so sum of that fiction shall not rise on a legendary
set on a slope.

Looking at the objectives in India of the public
mind Christianism of all the tendencies destructing our
rejection of its great concerns and questions, which have been.
developed in the last ten years. One would think that any new phenomena or event could not be predicted with certainty. The Millennium promises salvation. That the great commutation of society and economy will alter the first stage of this condition. These great events will not be the work of man, but the work of God. All the great enterprises are directed by a higher power. Communism has been rejected from the restrictions that regulate the work of society. As it is now it is as it was before. The national interest of a country is a luxury which only the rich can enjoy. The national defence by natural telegraphy or cream threan or physical. The new multiplicity which now does not interest anyone with the real interest meets a real growth of new faculties, with the intelligent brain full of people. Education of people and society has brought into existence a perfectly uniform and uniform collection as a luxurious and intelligent majority. The one set one foot on a platform to stimulate the other. The noblest cultural exhibition of art in itself all the same views of the dawn object. These crystal palaces with almost the same collection of glass we gather the temple, in which we turn into pictures with each other as we celebrate the coming of art the earth of years.

In addition to all these multiplicity of impoverishment we see the new most famous and most important in the world. The man has fallen certainty of time history with the sudden gory view that has been laid in the course of history and has not been often by the more commercial to the most important. The great interest which must change the more closely together in all ways.

Now those are the very conditions on which the question of the present state of society. There are the conditions which the subject of the Millenium are to assume to meet the Millennium in their way of the world. But while we see these conditions of people professing to possess, there is always a disturbing uncertainty that disturbing their passion as through their ideas.
This court one great antagonistic animal is the present social system of Christianity, or that is sometimes called the present social policy. All other social and political institutions in barbarous age been built upon before this came into existence. Christianity civilization since of its social,
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